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The Red Carpet Limited Edition Collection by Hazoorilal
with Forevermark and Religare Art Gallery.
September 28, 2012 – New Delhi

With each passing year Hazoorilal rings in a concept with a difference, thus invite Connoisseurs and
Aficionados in the stream of luxury and art to visit a memorable experience through an exhibition.
Hazoorilal introduces The Red Carpet Limited Edition Series – with a stunning assortment of
diamond solitaires ranging from 0.50 cents to 20.00 carats delightfully designed in a wearable
collection in collaboration with Forevermark and exhibited at the Religare Art Gallery.
The glamourous Red Carpet Limited Edition Series boasts of an entire collection in Bracelets,
Bangles, Earrings, Necklaces and Rings with an enormous range of exquisitely shaped diamonds like
the classic Round Brilliant Cut diamonds and fancy shapes namely, the Emerald Cut, Heart Shape,
Pear shaped, Oval, Princess cut and introducing the patented Meteor cut* which is decagonal
shaped.
Adding to the desirability will be an exceptional pair of 17.00 carats (each) Forevermark diamond
especially procured by Hazoorilal (their retail partner) which with the unique unveiling thro
through laser
lights sparks off the refractions within and bring to life the true characteristics of a diamond, while
Religare showcases a tall sculpture by renowned artist Paresh Maity.
Once again, earlier this year Hazoorilal created waves on the Red Carpet with the stunning
collection marking their entry as one of the most sought after jewellery houses from India.
th
Some of the very designs worn by the Celebrities and Leading ladies of Hollywood at the 84
Oscar Academy Awards, BAFTA and various after parties
parties hosted in the United Kingdom and
the United States have been displayed here today.
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Hazoorilal – The identity to reckon with for hi-end luxurious master craftsmanship, quality
and an impeccable taste in creating the best, comes together in collaboration with Forevermark, the
leading diamond brand from the De Beers Group of companies and the Religare Art Gallery which
hosts the special exhibition today intertwining the fine luxury of Arts & Diamonds.
Bringing in vibrancy with their colours Religare Art Gallery chooses timeless paintings by legendary
world renowned artistes such as M.F Hussain, S.H Raza, Paresh Maity, Jogen Choudhury, Manu
Parekh, Chandra Bhattacharjee, Manoj Kachangal, Kishan Khanna, Paramjit Singh and F.N Souza
add the glitter to works by the specialist – Hazoorilal.
Sandeep Narang – Director – Hazoorilal says, “We are proud and feel honoured to be exhibiting
this particular Red Carpet Limited Edition series here today epitomizing timelessness and elegance
along with some of India’s most famous master painters. As an identity Hazoorilal has created a niche
for themselves amongst the people who appreciate the good things in life and it is in our association
with prestigious names like Forevermark, the leaders in diamonds and the Religare Art Foundation
that help us to nourish and remain ever humble while continuing to treat our clients from generations
to generations with exclusive and unique exhibitions such as this event.”

